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ABSTRACT
This report discusses the LoanSTAR retrofit savings through December 1993 with an
emphasis on the Constant Volume to Variable Air Volume air-handler retrofits. The report
also summarizes several key findings about the LoanSTAR program which has 70 sites
monitored as of December 1993.
By December 1993, on average, the retrofits in the LoanSTAR program were performing
within the expectations of the energy audits as indicated which speaks well of the value of
the effort to monitor the savings and feedback the results to the participating agencies. For
certain of the sites the retrofits out-performed the estimates by substantial margins (as
much as 3 times the estimates), whereas in some cases almost no savings occurred. On
average the estimated paybacks of 3.8 years are in the same range as the measured
paybacks of 5.06 years. The average investment for the agencies with completed retrofits
as of December 1993 was $2.43 per square foot with the largest majority of sites in the $2
to $3 per square foot range.
Thirteen sites which contained Constant Volume to Variable Air Volume air-handler
retrofits were further evaluated to determine why some sites were good performers and
why some were not. A detailed analysis of the hourly before/after air-handler electricity
consumption indicates that fan over-sizing plays a major role in the cost effectiveness of
these retrofits. In the performing sites the fan over-sizing was 3 to 6 times what is needed
by the VAV system in the post-retrofit period. In the non-performing sites the fan over-
sizing was about 2 times what the VAV system uses in the post-retrofit period.
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PREFACE
This report has been prepared for the United States Environmental Protection Agency
through the Global Change Division. The purpose of this report is to document the
retrofit savings, in particular the Constant Volume to Variable Air Volume air-handler
retrofits in the Texas LoanSTAR program so that useful information can be obtained to
guide the EPA's Energy Star program.
This report has been prepared by Jeff Haberl, Tia Heneghan, Richard Sieggreen, and
Jennifer Sims and includes significant input from Dr. David Claridge. Editing assistance
was provided by Jean Mahoney.
Mailing address: Energy Systems Laboratory, Texas Engineering Experiment Station,
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas, 77843-3581, (409)845-6065, FAX
(409)862-2457. Dr. Haberl can be reached via e-mail at: jhaberl@loanstar.tamu.edu.
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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared by the Energy Systems Laboratory (ESL) of the Texas
Engineering Experiment Service (TEES) and was sponsored by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through the Global Change Division. Neither
the ESL, TEES, or EPA, or any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or
implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that
its use would not infringe on privately-owned rights.
Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name,
trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the ESL, TEES, EPA or any agency
thereof. The views and opinions of the authors expressed herein do not necessarily state
or reflect those of the any agency thereof.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report discusses the LoanSTAR retrofit savings with an emphasis on the Constant
Volume to Variable Air Volume air-handler retrofits. The report summarizes several key
facts about the LoanSTAR program which has 70 sites monitored as of December 1993.
These 70 sites include 201 buildings with a total floor area of 18,262,000 square feet, and
includes $36.8 million in retrofits (310 Energy Cost Reduction Measures) which are
estimated to generate $9.6 million in annual energy savings.
Certain patterns begin to emerge as we examine the broad range of retrofits that have been
applied to agencies participating in the LoanSTAR program. On average the retrofits in
the LoanSTAR program are performing within the expectations of the energy audits. This
speaks well of the effort to monitor the savings and to provide feedback about the results
to the participating agencies. For some of the sites the retrofits outperformed the estimates
by substantial margins (as much as 3 times the estimates), whereas in some cases almost
no savings occurred. The estimated 3.8 year payback compared well to the average
measured paybacks of 5.06 years. Much of this difference can be attributed to a few large
sites where measured payback periods drifted upwards to as much as 80 years because
retrofits were not performing!
Some clear patterns begin to emerge as to why some of the retrofits performed and why
others did not. For example, the data indicate that the potential for retrofit savings
diminishes when the annual energy bill is less than $0.50 to $1.00 per square foot of
conditioned area. The average investment for the agencies with completed retrofits as of
December 1993 was $2.43 per square foot with the largest majority of sites in the $2 to $3
per square foot range.
Thermal storage systems are the most expensive type of retrofit in the LoanSTAR
program at $4.13 per square foot. Six retrofits (i.e., VAV, VFD, HVAC, Other, Co-
generation, and EMCS) fall within the $0.50 to $1.50 per square foot range and six
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retrofits fall below the $0.50/sqft. range (chillers, boilers, pump replacements, motor
retrofits, lighting retrofits and occupancy sensors). Average ratios of retrofit costs to
post-retrofit annual utility costs were 1.34.
Thirteen sites were further investigated that contained CV to VAV air-handler retrofits to
determine why some sites were good performers and why some were not. Good
performers were arbitrarily chosen as those sites where measured performance was within
100 to 200% of the audit estimate. Poor performance was chosen as those sites where
measured savings was 50% or less of the audit estimated performance.
A detailed analysis of the hourly before/after air-handler electricity consumption indicates
that fan over-sizing plays a major role in the cost effectiveness of the retrofit. In the
performing sites the fan over-sizing was 3 to 6 times what is needed by the VAV system in
the post-retrofit period. In the non-performing sites the fan over-sizing was about twice
what the VAV system uses in the post-retrofit period.
Clearly, one additional feature that comes out of this analysis is the importance of taking
into account the presence of on/off performance in the pre-retrofit period. In the
LoanSTAR program this was one of the major causes of the inaccuracies in the energy
audits.
Several other features have been identified during the analysis that may prove useful for
future CV to VAV air-handler retrofits. First, it is important to commission the VAV
system once it has been installed and prevent the building operators from raising the static
pressure to the point where the system no longer functions as a VAV. Second, it appears
that a good average range of post-retrofit VAV energy use is about 0.3 to 0.7 W/sqft. of
conditioned area. Perhaps this can be useful for improving future energy audits.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report analyzes the savings from energy conservation retrofits in the Texas
LoanSTAR program in buildings that had retrofits completed and savings reported as of
December 1993. In the first section the objectives of the LoanSTAR program are
described. Following this is a discussion of the overall savings and a comparison of the
measured savings to the audit estimated savings for the retrofits completed by December
1993. The next section discusses thirteen sites where constant volume (CV) to variable
air volume (VAV) air-handler retrofits were implemented. This section emphasizes both
the pre-retrofit and post-retrofit air-handler electricity use to provide insight into the
effective of the retrofits. The final section summarizes the findings of this report. In the
additional information is provided for the thirteen sites which received CV to VAV
retrofits.
2.0 OVERVIEW AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
2.1 LoanSTAR Overview
In 1988, the Governor's Energy Management Center (GEMC)1 of Texas received
approval from the U. S. Department of Energy to establish a $98.6 million statewide
retrofit demonstration revolving loan program, the LoanSTAR (Loan to Save Taxes and
Resources) program. The LoanSTAR program uses a revolving loan financing mechanism
to fund energy-conserving retrofits in state, public school, and local government buildings.
Retrofit projects are identified by energy audits conducted by engineering teams under
contract to the GEMC. Each retrofit competes for funds on the basis of the estimated
payback period, ability to repay the loan through energy savings, engineering assessment
of the viability of the retrofit, and the feasibility of metering the project effectively. Public
1
 GEMC is an acronym for the Texas Governor's Energy Management Center, the predecessor to the
Texas State Energy Conservation Office.
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sector institutions participating in the program must repay the loans according to
estimated energy savings in four years or less (Verdict et al. 1990).
As part of this program, a statewide energy Monitoring and Analysis Program (MAP) has
been established. The major objectives of the LoanSTAR MAP are: 1) to verify energy
and dollar savings of the retrofits, 2) to reduce energy costs by identifying operational and
maintenance improvements, 3) to improve retrofit selection in future rounds of the
LoanSTAR program, and 4) to initiate a data base of energy use in institutional and
commercial buildings located in Texas (Turner et al. 1990; Claridge et al. 1991).
The projects funded by LoanSTAR include retrofits to lighting, HVAC systems, the
building shell or envelope, electric motors, energy management and control systems,
boilers, and thermal energy recovery systems. Retrofits using alternative or renewable
energy systems and load management also are considered.
2.2 Objectives of This Study
This study's first objective is to identify and categorize LoanSTAR Energy Cost Reduction
Measures (ECRM) using EPA criteria. These ECRM are then evaluated to determine how
well the measured energy savings compared to the audit estimated savings.
The second objective of the study is to explore in greater detail the Constant Volume
(CV) to Variable Air Volume (VAV) air-handler retrofits. To accomplish this thirteen
sites were chosen for further analysis. Each of these sites has undergone a CV to VAV air-
handler retrofits and has sufficient data recorded to facilitate a comparison of the
electricity savings that are attributed to the CV to VAV air-handler retrofit.
Discussion of the methods used to gather data, analyze and report savings is beyond the
scope of this study. Additional information can be found in the report by Haberl et al.
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(1995) and in various other papers and reports available from the Energy Systems
Laboratory. A list of publications can be obtained by contacting the authors.
3.0 RESULTS
3.1 Analysis of the Overall Retrofit Savings
To analyze the effectiveness of the many different types of retrofits in the LoanSTAR
program thirteen categories were identified as the most representative types of ECRMs in
the LoanSTAR program. These categories are shown in Table 1 along with the number of
sites that had retrofits belonging to these categories, audit-estimated dollar amounts of the
retrofits at the sites, and the percentages of the retrofits by site and by dollar amount
expended. Table 1 also contains the audit estimated costs of the retrofits from the 74 sites
analyzed for this study. Figure 1 illustrates the geographical distribution of the LoanSTAR
sites around the state of Texas.
The 203 ECRMs listed in Table 1 represent roughly 2.7 retrofits for each of the 74 sites
listed in Table 2. Table 2a shows the estimated costs for each retrofit broken down by the
type of retrofit and Table 2b shows the estimated costs per square foot of conditioned
space. Table 2c shows the actual LoanSTAR costs of the retrofits according to accounting
records maintained by the Texas State Energy Conservation Office. Table 2d shows the
same information as 2c expressed as a cost per square foot.
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Figure 1: Sites Monitored under LoanSTAR as of December, 1993
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Table 1: ECRMs Categorized by 13 Types.
NOTE: Total for the column labeled "No. of Sites" represents the total number of ECRMs
and does not reflect the sum of the sites indicated in Table 2.
VSD ONLY = variable speed drive applied to systems other than the air-handlers.
VAV = variable air volume air-handler retrofits.
OTHER HVAC = retrofits to other portions of the HVAC system, excluding controls.
PUMPING = retrofits to the pumping systems that do not include VSD.
MOTOR RETRO = retrofit to one more electric motors in the building.
LIGHT.MOD. = a retrofit that involved the lighting systems, excluding occupancy
sensors.
OCC.CNTRL. = a retrofit to the lighting systems that included occupancy sensors.
CO-GEN = a retrofit that included a co-generation system.
THERMAL STOR. = a retrofit that included the installation of a thermal storage system.
CHILL.MOD. = a retrofit that included a modification to the building's chiller.
BOIL.MOD. = a retrofit that included a modification to the building's boiler.
E.M.C.S. = a retrofit to the building's control system.
OTHER = retrofits that are not defined by the above, for example power factor
corrections, etc.
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Table 2a (cont): Audit Estimated Cost by Types of ECRMs in the LoanSTAR
Program
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Table 2b: Audit Estimated Cost by Types of ECRMs in the LoanSTAR Program
($/sqft.)
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Table 2b (cont): Audit Estimated Cost by Types of ECRMs in the LoanSTAR
Program ($/sqft.)
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Table 2c: Actual Costs By Types Of ECRMs In The LoanSTAR Program
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Table 2c (cont.): Actual Costs By Types Of ECRMs In The LoanSTAR Program
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Table 2d: Actual Costs Per Square Foot By Types Of ECRMs In The LoanSTAR
Program
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Table 2d (cont): Actual Costs Per Square Foot By Types Of ECRMs In The
LoanSTAR Program
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Several points about Table 1 are worth mentioning. The first point is that no single retrofit
dominates the LoanSTAR program. This is evidenced by the fact that the most frequent
Modification of the HVAC systems, which includes variable speed drives to AHUs,
complete VAV retrofits, other HVAC retrofits, and EMCS retrofits (total = 62 sites,
30.5%) represents about one third of all sites. However, due to the diverse nature of these
retrofits, individual categories were used to describe the ECRMs.
When one considers the average costs of the ECRM categories a slightly different picture
is painted. First, the two largest categories (by number) are no longer the largest
categories by percent-cost. Clearly, and not unexpectedly, the most costly retrofits are
the co-generation retrofits which averaged over $2 million for each site, or nearly 12 times
the average retrofit cost of $183,052 (Table 1). The next most costly retrofits are the
variable speed drive retrofits2 to the AHUs which cost on average $287,190. The three
sites in this category are dominated by the Medical Sciences Building at the University of
Texas Health Science Center in Houston.
At the lower end of the cost per site scale, four categories of retrofits averaged less than
$100,000 per site, including motor retrofits, lighting modifications, occupancy controls
and boiler modifications. On a site-wise basis only 17 of the 74 sites had less than
$100,000 per site. However, the top 11 sites represent $20.9 million or 57% of the total
$36.8 million. Figure 2 is a pie chart representing the categorical cost breakdown shown in
Table 1. Figure 3 shows the status of the LoanSTAR retrofits as of December 1993.
In Table 3 the sites monitored under the LoanSTAR program are shown as of December
1993. Many of the sites shown are buildings that are part of universities or medical centers
and are grouped by their respective campuses. At some of the sites the loggers record
^ For many of the retrofits in the LoanSTAR program this did not involve a complete CV to VAV air-handler retrofit.
For example, in many situations CV terminal boxes were converted and not replaced, in othher cases the entire air
distribution system was replaced, including the terminal boxes.
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Figure 2: Audit Estimated Cost for Retrofits as December 1993. This figure shows the
estimated costs for retrofits contained in Tables 1 and 2.
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Figure 3: Status of the LoanSTAR Retrofits as of December 1993. The status of
LoanSTAR retrofits is shown in this figure and in Table 3.
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Table 3: Sites Monitored by LoanSTAR as of December 1993
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Table 3(cont.): Sites Monitored by LoanSTAR as of December 1993
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energy for more than one building; hence there are multiple buildings shown for a given
site.
In general, logger placement was driven by the location of the major energy consuming
systems in the buildings. Hence, there is a wide discrepancy in the square footage covered
by the different sites. The average building size of the 201 buildings participating in the
LoanSTAR program as of December 1993 is 96,855 sqft. The smallest building monitored
is the 31,555 sqft. thermal energy plant (TEP) at the University of Texas at Arlington.
The largest building is the 1,522,193 sqft. M.D. Anderson cancer center in Houston.
Table 3 contains summary information and the date of the retrofit completion, and status
as of December 1993. The proportion of the retrofits that were completed by December
1993 were 52%, while those in the design mode represented 21%, with 27% in the
construction mode. The individual retrofits for each site are listed in Table 4. Table 4
also presents information concerning the comparison of estimated savings to measured
savings for the individual retrofits in the 201 sites that were reporting as of December
1993. In Table 4 information is presented as much as possible by individual retrofit for
each site. For each retrofit the audit estimated savings and cost is shown. When data were
available, the estimated savings were broken out into electricity use, electric demand and
thermal energy savings. The total dollar values of the savings were calculated using utility
cost data that was available for each site at the time of the energy audit. These same utility
costs were used to calculate the measured savings (in dollars) and are included in the
appendix for each site.
The measured savings are also shown for those sites where the retrofit had been
completed prior to December 1993. These savings are shown for each site as an
aggregate number since the calculation methodologies (Haberl et al. 1996) utilized whole-
building (or main meter) before-after analysis. In many of the buildings the measured
electricity and thermal energy savings are shown. Those sites which were still in design or
under construction are indicated as "No Measured Savings".
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Table 4: Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 4 (cont.): Measured Savings Compared to Estimated Savings for 1993
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Table 5 summarizes the comparisons of the detailed information presented in Table 4 and
includes the 1993 annual utility cost information as presented in the 1993 LoanSTAR
Annual Energy Consumption Report (AECR). The first six columns of Table 5 represent
the site number, three letter name of the site, square footage of conditioned area, 1993
post-retrofit annual utility bill (from the 1993 AECR), estimated dollar savings, and
measured dollar savings. The seventh column represents the percentage ratio of the
measured savings versus the estimated savings. The next column (eighth column) shows
the measured savings per square foot of conditioned area. The ninth column shows the
estimated savings per square foot of conditioned area. The tenth column shows the annual
utility bill (i.e., the 1993 AECR) per square foot of conditioned area. Finally, the eleventh
column shows the measured savings as a percentage of the 1993 annual utility costs.
Figure 4a illustrates the measured dollar savings for each site compared to the estimated
savings for those sites in Table 4 reporting substantial savings as of December 1993.
Figure 4b presents the same information in an x-y format where a perfect agreement
between the measured and estimated savings would align along the 45 degree line in the
middle of the graph. Clearly, there are substantial differences in the estimated versus
measured savings across the sites that were reporting savings as of 1993. For four of the
sites (WCH, WIN, GAR, and VHS) the measured savings were more than 3 times the
audit estimated savings. While at 9 of the sites the savings were less than 50% of the audit
estimated savings. On average (i.e., the last bar in Figure 4a) the measured savings were
about 75% of the estimated savings for the sites listed in Table 5.
In Figure 5 the measured savings are compared to the post-retrofit annual energy costs
where the post-retrofit energy costs represent those listed in the 1993 AECR. In this
figure ratios of 100% mean that the retrofit is saving roughly one-half (i.e., 50%) of the
pre-retrofit energy use. In nine of the sites that were reporting savings as of December
1993 the measured energy savings represent 80% or more of the post-retrofit annual
energy use. On average the measured savings for the sites listed in Table 5 were 26% of
the 1993 post-retrofit costs.
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Figure 4a: Measured Savings (1993) Compared to Estimated Annual Savings. The
estimated savings are compared to the measured savings in this figure and in Table 5.
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Table 5: Summary of Measured Savings to Estimated Savings for 1993
NOTE:
(1) The savings at these sites include electric demand savings which are not reflected in
the 1993 annual energy costs.
(2) The savings at this site includes electric demand savings. This site also consumes
natural gas which is not reflected in the 1993 annual energy costs.
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Figure 6 shows the measured energy savings (upper portion of the stacked bar chart)
combined with the 1993 annual energy use ($/sqft). This graph is intended to provide a
visual indicator of the $/sqft reductions attributable to the retrofit savings. In this figure a
clear pattern seems to emerge that helps to explain why some sites experienced more
savings ($/sqft) than other sites. This can be seen as the general leveling-offof the post-
retrofit energy use around 0.5 to 1.5 $/sqft. In general, those sites that had a combined
pre-retrofit energy use (i.e., measured savings + post-retrofit use) of more than 1.5 $/sqft
saw the greatest retrofit savings, while those sites that had a pre-retrofit energy use of less
than 1.0 $/sqft. showed generally less energy savings. The exceptions to this include the
Medical Center at Houston which showed very little savings (i.e., the first bar that remains
at over $4/sqft) and the Welch chemistry building on the University of Texas Campus. The
average combined measured savings plus 1993 post-retrofit energy use is $2.46 which
represents $0.64 retrofit savings and $1.82 in 1993 post-retrofit energy costs.
Table 6 presents an additional summary of the information presented in Table 4 combined
with the audit estimated cost information from Table 2. The first four columns are the site
number, the name of the site, the conditioned area, and the 1993 post-retrofit utility bill.
The fifth column is the column is the audit estimated total retrofit cost (from Table 2) and
the sixth column is the audit estimated savings. The seventh column is the measured
energy savings from the 1993 LoanSTAR AECR. The eighth column is a ratio of audit
estimated cost to the estimated savings (i.e., simple payback). The ninth column is audit
estimated cost compared to the measured savings. The tenth column is the audit estimated
cost per square foot of conditioned area. Finally, the eleventh column is the estimated cost
compared to the 1993 annual utility costs.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show information extracted from Table 6. Figure 7 shows the ratios of
the audit estimated costs to both the estimated savings and measured savings for each site.
For two of the sites the ratios of the estimated costs to the measured savings had to be
trimmed to allow for a reasonable graph (i.e., MED=39.1, SPH=86.9). At each of these
sites investigations are underway to determine why the retrofits are not working as
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Figure 5: Measured Saving Compared to 1993 Post-retrofit Annual Utility Costs.
Tabular values for this figure are contained in Table 5.
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Figure 6: Measured Savings and Pre-Retrofit Annual Utility Costs ($/sqft). Tabular
values for this figure are contained in Table 5.
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Figure 7: Estimated Retrofit Costs Compared to Estimated and Measured Savings.
Tabular values for this figure (and Figures 8 & 9) are contained in Table 6.
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Figure 8: Estimated Costs per Square Foot of Conditioned Area
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Figure 9: Estimated Costs Compared to the 1993 Utility Costs
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Table 6: Summary of Estimated Costs, Measured Savings & Estimated Savings
NOTE:
(1) The savings at these sites include electric demand savings which are not reflected in
the 1993 annual energy costs.
(2) The savings at these sites include electric demand savings. This site also consumes
natural gas which is not reflected in the 1993 annual report.
(3) The audit estimated costs at this site were estimated at 4 x savings.
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planned. On average, the ratio of estimated costs to savings is 3.8 and the ratio of the
estimated costs to measured savings is 5.06.
Figure 8 shows estimated costs per square foot of conditioned area. For three of the sites
(SPH, ZEC, MED) the cost of the retrofit exceeded three dollars per square foot.
However for the majority of the sites the costs stayed in the $2 -3 per square foot range.
The average cost for the sites in Table 6 (which are the same sites as Table 5) the was
$2.43.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the estimated costs as a ratio of the 1993 annual energy costs
(from the LoanSTAR AECR). For three of the sites the costs of the retrofits was more
than three times the 1993 annual utility costs (SHS, SPH, UNV) whereas the average ratio
of costs to 1993 annual utility costs was 1.34. It is interesting to note that almost one-half
of the sites had cost ratios in excess of 2 times the 1993 annual utility costs. This clearly
indicates why most of these agencies could not afford to finance energy retrofits without
assistance from a revolving loan.
Figure 10 has been provided to give the reader a sense of the diversity of the different
types of buildings that are included in this report. Several features are worth noting in this
figure. First, the reader should note the scale change in Figure 10. The first portion of
Figure 10 uses a y-axis of 500,000 sqft. while the second portion of Figure 10 uses a y-
axis of 2,500,000 sqft. to accommodate several of the very large sites. The 300,000 sqft.
average size of the buildings does not representative the majority of the buildings since this
average is influenced by three very large sites. In fact, most of the buildings are below
250,000 sqft. in size. Figures 11 through 22 break down the average costs of the various
different types of retrofits. These average costs are indicated in Table 2b in the top row
marked "AVG" and are organized according to the 13 types of retrofits listed in Table 1.
Figure 11 shows an average estimated cost per square foot for variable frequency drive
retrofits (VFD) to air-handling units (AHU) of $1.15 which occurred at three sites. This
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Figure 10: Site Area
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Figure 10 (Cont): Site Area
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Figure 11: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (VFD to AHU)
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average value is somewhat high due to the $3.17 cost at the Medical School Building at
the University of Texas Health Science Center at Houston. However, the $1.15 is very
close to the same cost as the HVAC VAV retrofits that are shown in Figure 12.
In Figure 12 an average cost of $1.50 is shown for variable air volume (i.e., variable speed
drive) retrofits to air-handling systems at 24 sites. At one of these sites the VAV retrofit
cost 2.7 times the average price. This is because at this site the VAV retrofit also included
a complete replacement of 96 terminal boxes as well as extensive modifications to the duct
work and large air handling units. In general, those sites that were more costly included
replacements and/or upgrades to the terminal boxes; whereas those sites that were less
expensive did not.
Figure 13 shows an average retrofit cost of $0.82 for "other HVAC" retrofits. At three of
these sites the retrofits includes modifications to existing HVAC systems that cost over $2
per square foot. For example, these included the modification of a multizone system at the
Main Building at the University of Texas at Austin campus, and a modifications to the
HVAC systems at the School of Public Health at the University of Texas Health Science
Center in Houston.
Figure 14 shows an average pumping system retrofit cost of $8.46 per square foot of
conditioned area. This average is probably unrealistic high due to the $65.87 cost per
square foot at one site (i.e., the thermal energy plant at the University of Texas at
Arlington). Removal of this site from the average yields a $0.26 per square foot estimated
cost which is more representative of the remaining seven sites.
Figure 15 shows an average estimated cost per square foot for motor retrofits of $0.26
across 26 sites. It is interesting to note that this average estimated cost is about the same
as the $0.26 per square foot for pumping system retrofits shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 12: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (HVAC VAV)
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Figure 13: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (HVAC other)
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Figure 14: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Pumping Systems)
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Figure 15: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Motor Retrofits)
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Figure 16 shows average estimated costs for lighting retrofits across 43 sites. The $0.17
average cost represents mainly conversions of existing fixtures from 40 Watt T12
fluorescent fixtures with magnetic ballasts to 30 Watt T8 fixtures with electronic ballasts.
In the more expensive sites this includes reflectors; in other sites this did not. At several of
the sites (i.e., the Education building at the University of Texas at Austin) the retrofit
included replacement of incandescent lamps with compact fluorescent lamps.
Figure 17 shows an average estimated cost of $0.08 for occupancy controls across ten
sites. Clearly, occupancy controls are a low cost energy conservation retrofit for the sites
contained in this report. The average cost per square foot for co-generation retrofits was
$0.69 which represents one site at the University of Texas at Dallas.
Figure 18 shows an average cost of $4.13 for thermal storage retrofits. Five of these sites
were schools in the Galveston Independent School District. The remaining three sites
represent two college campuses and a hospital in west Texas. It is interesting to note that
six of the sites had estimated costs exceeding $4.00 per square foot, whereas only two
sites had costs at or below $2.00 per square foot. One of these sites, the Ward Memorial
Hospital, has experienced operation difficulties with the thermal storage system. A
preliminary analysis of this site determined that the storage system and replacement chiller
were both too small (Abbas et al. 1995). A recent analysis of this site has developed an
improved operating strategy that now allows the system to function properly (Liu et al.
1996).
Figure 19 shows that chiller modifications averaged $0.46 per square foot across 13 sites.
This value may be slightly high since it includes a $1.68 per square foot cost for chiller
modifications to the thermal energy plant at the University of Texas at Arlington campus.
When this is removed from the sites and the average recalculated the average cost drops
to $0.36.
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Figure 16: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Lighting
Modifications)
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Figure 17: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Occupancy
Controls)
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Figure 18: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Thermal Storage)
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Figure 19: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Chiller
Modifications)
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Figure 20 indicates that a boiler modification usually costs $0.18 as indicated across 13
sites. Unfortunately, this value is probably low due to the way that the retrofit costs are
allocated in the Texas State Capitol Complex, which includes the SHB, JHR, ARC, INS,
INX, SF A, and CPP sites. At these sites the boilers for SHB, JHR, ARC, INS, INX are
contained in the one centralized CPP central plant. Therefore, if we drop the apx. $0.00
value sites from the average calculation and recalculate we obtain an average cost of $0.34
which is probably more representative of the cost of a boiler retrofit.
Figure 21 indicates that an EMCS retrofit costs about $0.51 per square foot, as indicated
by 15 sites that received EMCS retrofits. It is interesting to note that about 1/2 of these
sites have retrofit costs approaching (or exceeding in one case) $1.00 per square foot.
Whereas, six sites had EMCS retrofit costs of less than $0.20 per square foot.
Figure 22 indicates that the "other" retrofit costs averaged $0.70 per square foot. This
value is significantly influenced by one site that had $6.72 per square foot costs for
retrofits to the thermal energy plant at the University of Texas at Arlington. If one
removes this and recalculates the average "other" retrofit drop to $0.04 per square foot.
These retrofits include such items as power factor corrections, installation of special
HVAC systems for rare medical books (which reduces the need to operate the main
HVAC that serves the entire building), etc.
Summary
In summary we see that certain patterns begin to emerge as we look across the broad
range of retrofits that have been applied to agencies participating in the LoanSTAR
program. On average the retrofits in the LoanSTAR program are performing within the
expectations of the energy audits as indicated which speaks well of the value of the
monitoring of the savings and feedback of results to the participating agencies. For certain
of the sites the retrofits out-performed the estimates by substantial margins (as much as 3
times the estimates), whereas in some cases almost no savings occurred. On average the
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Figure 20: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Boiler
Modifications)
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Figure 21: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (EMCS)
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Figure 22: Estimated Cost per Square Foot of Conditioned Area (Other Retrofits)
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estimated paybacks of 3.8 years compared well to the measured paybacks of 5.06 years.
Much of this difference can be attributed to a few large sites where measured payback
drifted upward to as much as 80 years because retrofits were not performing!
Some clear patterns begin to emerge as to why some of the retrofits performed and why
others did not. For example, the data indicate that the potential for retrofit savings
diminishes as the annual energy bill approaches $0.50 to $1.00 per square foot of
conditioned area. The average investment for the agencies with completed retrofits as of
December 1993 was $2.43 with the largest majority of sites in the $2 to $3 range3.
Average ratios of retrofit costs to post-retrofit annual utility costs were 1.34.
Figure 23 shows a summary of the average retrofit costs after the costs have been adjusted
for known sites that have unusually high or low costs4 as indicated in the discussion for
pumps, chillers and boilers. Clearly, thermal storage systems are the most expensive type
of retrofit in the LoanSTAR program at $4.13 per square foot. Six retrofits fall within the
$0.50 to $1.50 per square foot range and six retrofits fall below the $0.50/sqft. range.
3.2 Constant Volume to Variable Air Volume Retrofits
The next phase of this report focuses on Constant Volume (CV) to Variable Air Volume
(VAV) air-handler retrofits. For this analysis 13 of the sites that were reporting savings as
of December 1993 were analyzed in detail using the hourly data that had been collected as
part of the LoanSTAR program. This section summarizes the important features of what
has been identified in the analysis.
First, as shown in Figures 24 through 29, these sites showed substantial differences in
retrofit performance. In Figure 24 the measured savings are compared to the estimated
^ This $2 to $3 per square foot is calculated as an average of the sites contained in Table 2b. It does not include the
removal of certain sites that are known to have unusually high (or low) costs as pointed out in Figures 11 through 22.
^ This includes modification to the average costs shown for pump ($8.46 average cost in Table 2b becomes $0.26),
chiller (Table 2b average cost of $0.46 becomes $0.36), and boiler retrofits ($0.18 becomes $0.34).
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Figure 23: Estimated Average Cost of Different ECRM Category per Square Foot of
Conditioned Area.
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Figure 24: Measured Savings (1993) Compared to Estimated Annual Savings for
CV to VAV Retrofits
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Figure 25: Measured Saving Compared to 1993 Post-retrofit Annual Utility Costs
for CV to VAV Retrofits
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Figure 26: Measured Savings and Pre-Retrofit Annual Utility Costs ($/sqft) for CV
to VAV Retrofits
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Figure 27: Estimated Retrofit Costs Compared to Estimated and Measured Savings
for CV to VAV Retrofits
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Figure 28: Estimated Costs per Square Foot Conditioned Area for CV to VAV
Retrofits
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Figure 29: Estimated Costs Compared to the 1993 Utility Costs for CV to VAV
Retrofits
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savings for the calendar year 1993. At one of the sites (GAR) the measured savings were
more than three times the estimated savings, while at five sites (FNA, BUS, ZEC, UNV
and WEL) the measured savings were less than 50% of the audit estimated savings.
At the seven remaining sites the measured savings fell within 100 to 200% of the audit
estimated savings. This is an indication that there is much room for improvement in the
techniques used by energy auditors to estimate savings from CV to VAV retrofits.
Fortunately, there is hourly before-after electricity and thermal energy consumption data
to turn to for a closer look at why these retrofits are not performing as expected. This
information is summarized in Figure 30 for each of the thirteen sites that contained
LoanSTAR retrofits.
In Figure 25 the measured savings are compared to the post-retrofit annual utility costs as
reported in the 1993 LoanSTAR Annual Energy Consumption Report (AECR). The
average for the thirteen sites is about 50 % (i.e., the retrofits are saving 25% of the pre-
retrofit utility bill). It is interesting to note that six of the sites had savings that approached
the cost of their post-retrofit utility bill (i.e., the retrofits are saving 50% of the pre-retrofit
utility bill) and six of the sites have savings that were less than 50% of the post-retrofit
utility bill. Nine of the thirteen sites were located on the same university campus in Austin,
Texas.
Figure 26 shows the measured savings plus pre-retrofit (i.e., pre-1993) utility bill for the
thirteen sites that received CV to VAV air-handler retrofits ($/sqft)5. This is intended to
be an indicator of the $/sqft reductions attributable to the retrofit savings. In a similar
fashion to Figure 6, this figure also shows a clear pattern. First, there is a general leveling-
off of post-retrofit energy costs6 between $0.50 and $1.50/sqft. The exceptions to this are
the Welch chemistry building and the Zachry engineering center. The Welch chemistry
building's VAV retrofit is not expected not save as much as other buildings since this
^ This figure is similar to Figure 6.
" This is indicated by the top of dark shaded portion of each bar.
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Figure 30: Hourly Before/After Analysis of CV to VAV Retrofits as a Percent of
Manufacturer's Rated Full Load
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Figure 30 (cont): Hourly Before/After Analysis of CV to VAV Retrofits as a Percent
of Manufacturer's Rated Full Load
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Figure 30 (cont): Hourly Before/After Analysis of CV to VAV Retrofits as a Percent
of Manufacturer's Rated Full Load
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Figure 30 (cont.): Hourly Before/After Analysis of CV to VAV Retrofits as a Percent
of Manufacturer's Rated Full Load
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Figure 30 (cont.): Hourly Before/After Analysis of CV to VAV Retrofits as a Percent
of Manufacturer's Rated Full Load
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building has a large number of fume hoods that are not served by the VAV air-handler. In
the ZEC, a large portion of the electricity use is consumed by a central computing facility
and computer labs scattered around the building.
Figure 27 shows the ratios of the estimated costs to both estimated savings and measured
savings7. On average, the thirteen buildings that received CV to VAV air-handler retrofits
showed remarkably similar ratios of estimated costs to both estimated savings and
measured savings of about $3.00/sqft. In five of the buildings the measured savings were
significantly less that estimated which causes the ratio of estimated cost to measured
savings to be significantly higher than the ratio of the estimated cost to the estimated
savings. In the BUS, UNV, and FNA buildings it is speculated that this is due to an
incorrect assumption about operating hours in the energy audit. In the ZEC the energy
audit also overestimated the energy savings from the retrofit. In the WEL building the CV
to VAV air-handler retrofit under-performed because of the large number of fume hoods
in the building.
Figure 28 shows the estimated costs per square foot of conditioned area for the CV to
VAV air-handler retrofits. Unlike some of the previous graphs the grouping of the
estimated costs if fairly tight around $0.75 to $2.50 per square foot with an average cost
of about $2.10. One of the buildings is significantly above the average, the ZEC at over
$4.00/sqft. One of the contributing factors to the high cost at this site may be the fact that
the CV to VAV air-handler retrofit also included the replacement of 96 terminal boxes and
the associated controls (partially paid for by other, non-LoanSTAR money).
Figure 29 shows that the estimated retrofit costs compared to the 1993 post-retrofit utility
costs averaged 150 % for the thirteen sites receiving CV to VAV retrofits. Two of these
sites were either significantly above or below the average. At the UNV building the
estimated cost of the retrofit was slightly above 350 %. This is probably explained by the
fact that the UNV building was a low energy building before the retrofit at $0.63/sqft.
This figure is similar to Figure 7.
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However, the cost of the retrofit was also high at $2.21/sqft. which yields the high ratio of
3.51.
To better understand why some C V to VAV air-handler retrofits were performing and
why others were not an examination of the detailed before-after hourly electricity use was
undertaken. Figure 30 shows the results of the analysis of the before-after CV to VAV air-
handler electricity consumption profiles. There are two important features that were
driving the effectiveness of the CV to VAV air-handler retrofits.
First, it was important to know the total installed power rating of the electrical motors that
were driving the air-handling units. This was determined by obtaining manufacturer's
nameplate information and applying standard conversions to obtain the Wattage
consumption for a given motor given the size and efficiency of motor. This is the right axis
of each of the graphs in Figure 30 which represents the sum of the name plate electricity
use of the motors in each building. This calculation was performed for each site.
Second, using LoanSTAR hourly data, before/after measured hourly electricity use of the
air-handling units was super-imposed upon this scale in bins that represented 5%
increments of the total nameplate electricity use. Finally, a simple proxy indicator was
added to these plots that represents an somewhat arbitrary average pre-retrofit electricity
use of 1 W/sqft. for motor control centers which was determined by inspecting those sites
which had substantial pre-retrofit measured electricity use for the air-handler units. This is
indicated on Figure 30 as a single vertical line.
Here are some of the features that can be gleaned from the hourly data presented in Figure
30. First, it is instructive to divide the groups of CV to VAV air-handler retrofits into
"performers" and "non-performers" according to their grouping as shown in Figure 24.
For the sake of comparison "performers" are indicated as those sites where measured
savings were within 100 to 200% of the audit estimated savings, "non-performers" are
those sites where measured savings were less than 50% of the audit estimated savings.
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A review of the analysis in Figure 30 reveals two common features about the performers.
First, almost without exception, at all of the performing sites the installed air-handling
units were substantially oversized. This is indicated as the distance between the right side
of the plot and the post-retrofit grouping of hourly points. For those sites that had good
performance of the CV to VAV air-handler retrofits this indicated significant fan
oversizing by as much as 3 to 6 times what is being used by the majority of hours of the
post-retrofit VAV system. The second feature worth mentioning in several of the sites that
were good performers is that the data show that the CV air-handler systems were mostly
operated 24 hours per day8 in the pre-retrofit period. This can be seen at the PCL, WAG
and EDB sites. At the NUR and BUR sites the air-handling units were cycled on/off. At
the remaining sites no pre-retrofit data are available.
For the non-performing sites the most striking feature is that the fan oversizing was only
about twice what is being used by the VAV system in the post-retrofit mode. The second
noticeable feature for three of the sites is that there was significant on/off operation of air-
handling units during the pre-retrofit period. At the WEL site the post-retrofit electricity
use actually exceeds the pre-retrofit energy use.
One other feature worth noting involves the distribution of the post-retrofit data points, or
rather the lack of distribution. Site inspections of the LoanSTAR sites have revealed that
many of these sites have high static pressures in the AHU's supply ducts. This can be
caused by several things including bad HVAC system design and/or a lack of
understanding of the by the operators concerning the importance of keeping the duct static
pressure low. This second cause is common in buildings where complaints are received
about zone temperatures. In many cases the building operators respond to the complaints
(usually during extreme winter or summer conditions) by raising the static pressure which
increases fan electricity use. The duct static pressure is then not reset when milder
8
 In the graphs that are shown in Figure 30 this has the appearance of a single bin containing all of the measured
data for the pre-retrofit period.
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conditions occur. The indicator for this is a tight packing of post-retrofit points into only
a few bins. This can be seen in the plots for the ZEC, EDB, PCL, UTC, and GAR sites in
Figure 30. Clearly, there may be a potential for additional savings at these sites since the
current operation of the air-handlers behaves more like a reduced-size CV air-handler
system than a VAV air-handler system.
For three of the sites (i.e., WAG, BUR, and GEA) the good distribution of load across
many bins indicates that the systems are operating as VA Vs. Interestingly, at the BUR site
the air-handling units were operated in an on/off mode in the pre-retrofit period that was
roughly equivalent to the post-retrofit VAV mode when the air-handling units were off.
At four of the sites (NUR, UNV, BUS, and FNA) there was substantial on/off operation
of the air-handling units in the pre-retrofit period. This clearly contributed to three of these
sites being poor performers. At the NUR site this had less of an effect due to the
substantial reduction in electricity use in the post-retrofit period.
Certainly, in many of the sites it will be worth investigating if both VAV and on/off
operation can be achieved in the post-retrofit period9. What certainly needs to be avoided
is a site where on/off operation of the air-handling units in the pre-retrofit period is
replaced with constant VAV operation that is actually higher than the pre-retrofit energy
use.
Finally, it appears that most of the VAV air-handler retrofits seem to be performing in the
0.3 to 0.7 W/sqft. range in the post-retrofit period, although this varies quite a bit due to
the varying nature of the VAV systems and, in some cases post-retrofit on/off VAV
operation. However, this may point the way toward the development of a general rule of
thumb about efficient air-handler energy use.
" This can be achieved using a "slow roll" technique, which was first coined by Mr. Jim Von Wolske at the
University of Texas. This technique lowers the duct static pressure during unoccupied periods. This can be seen in
the MECR plots in the appendix to this report as a drop in evening-time MCC use.
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Summary
Thirteen sites were further evaluated for their C V to VAV air-handler retrofits to
determine why some sites were good performers and why some were not. Good
performers were arbitrarily chosen as those sites where measured performance was within
100 to 200% of the audit estimate. Poor performance was chosen as those sites where
measured savings was 50% or less of the audit estimated performance.
A detailed analysis of the hourly before/after air-handler electricity consumption indicates
that fan over-sizing plays a major role in the cost effectiveness of the retrofit. In the
performing sites the fan over-sizing was 3 to 6 times what is needed by the VAV system in
the post-retrofit period. In the non-performing sites the fan over-sizing was about 2 times
what the VAV system uses in the post-retrofit period.
Another feature uncovered by this analysis is the importance of taking factoring the
presence of on/off performance of the air handling units in the pre-retrofit period into the
audit calculations. In the LoanSTAR program this was one of the major causes of the
inaccuracies in the energy audits which contributed to the under-performance of the CV to
VAV air-handler retrofits.
Several other features have been identified during the analysis that may prove useful for
future CV to VAV air-handler retrofits. First, it is important to commission the VAV
system once it has been installed to prevent the building operators from raising the static
pressure to the point where the system no longer functions as a VAV. Second, it appears
that there is an average post-retrofit energy use of about 0.3 to 0.7 W/sqft of conditioned
area. Perhaps this can be useful for improving future energy audits.
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UT AUSTIN
Nursing Building
Building Envelope:
• 94,815 sq.ft
• classrooms, lecture halls, lounges
• walls: pre-cast concrete
• windows: single pane clear
• roof: flat concrete
Building Schedule:
• 6:30 am to 9:30 pm, 7 days a week, all year long
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume AHUs (2-100hp)
• 8 relief air fans (8-5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (30 hp)
• 1 domestic hot water pump (l/12hp)
• 10 exhaust fans (l/20hp - lhp)
• economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• flourescent and some incandescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• Both the retrofits were completed at the end of April 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
NUR8008 - Nursing Building - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report^ Energy System! Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring U Analysis Program Texas A&M University
Zachry Engineering Center
Texas A&M University
324,400 square feet
1993 Summary of Measured Energy Consumption and Savings
Comments
•fr The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.02788/kWh, 14.67/MMBtu (CW),
and t4.74/MMBtu (HW).
• The HVAC retrofit was completed in March 1991.
•fc The LoanSTAR monitoring began in June 1989.
ir The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
• The audit estimated savings for the HVAC retrofits are: $54,300 (ELE), $124,100 (CW), $54,500 (HW), and
$232,900 (Total).
if The chilled water consumption for March, May, June and part of August 1993 were estimated using a post-retrofit
regression model because of missing data due to hardware problems.
-*- Hot water consumption for part of August and October 1993 were estimated using a post-retrofit regression
model because of missing data due to hardware problems.
Zachry Engineering Center Texas A&M University
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring tc Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lal>
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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Zachry Engineering Center
Building Envelope:
• 324,400 sq.ft
• 3-1/2 floors and a ground floor level, erected 1973, classes, offices, labs, computer facility, and clean rooms
for Solid State Electronics
• walls: cement block
• windows: 22% of total wall area
single pane with built-in-place vertical blinds
• roof: flat
Building Schedule:
• classrooms and labs: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm weekdays
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm weekdays
• computer facility: 24 hrs/day
Building HVAC:
• 12 variable volume dual duct AHUs (12-40hp)
• 3 constant volume multizone AHU (1-1 hp, l-7hp, l-10hp)
• 4 constant volume single zone AHU (4-3hp)
• 10 fan coils (10-0.5 hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pump (2-30hp)
• 2 constant hot water pump (2-20hp)
• 7 misc. pumps (total of 5.8hp)
• 50 exhaust fans (50-0.5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• control modifications to the dual duct system
• variable volume dual duct system
Other Information:
• EMCS system to control HVAC was also installed along with the retrofits.
Date of Retrofits:
• date of completion for VAV and control modifications to the dual duct system: 3/30/91.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
Zachry Engineering Center - Texas A&M University
T . I U state E n . ^ Com.rv.tion office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy systems u b
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Texas A&M University
Zachry Engineering Center
Texas A&M University
324,400 square feet
Zachry Engineering Center Texas A&M University March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
Data points for the current month are shown as letters. Points from this month last year are shown as +.
Monday through Sunday are represented as M,T,W,HiF,S,U. All other points are shown as *.
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Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
Zachry Engineering Center
Building Envelope:
• 324,400 sq.ft
• 3-1/2 floors and a ground floor level, erected 1973, classes, offices, labs, computer facility, and clean rooms
for Solid State Electronics
• walls: cement block
• windows: 12% of total wall area
single pane with built-in-place vertical blinds
• roof: flat
Building Schedule:
• classrooms and labs: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm weekdays
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm weekdays
• computer facility: 24 hrs/day
Building HVAC:
12 variable volume dual duct AHUs (12-40hp)
3 constant volume multizone AHU (1-1 hp, l-7hp, l-10hp)
4 constant volume single zone AHU (4-3hp)
10 fan coils (10-0.5 hp)
2 constant volume chilled water pump (2-30hp)
2 constant hot water pump (2-20hp)
7 misc. pumps (total of 5.8hp)
50 exhaust fans (50-0.5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• control modifications to the dual duct system
• variable volume dual duct system
Other Information:
• EMCS system to control HVAC was also installed along with the retrofits.
Date of Retrofits:
• date of completion for VAV and control modifications to the dual duct system: 03/05/91.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
Zachry Engineering Center - Texas A&M University - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office M o n t h l y E n e r g y C o n s u m p t i o n R e p o r t ^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
ZACHRY ENGINEERING CENTER
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
ZACHRY ENGINEERING CENTER
WEATHER MONITORING DIAGRAM
ZACHRY ENGINEERING CENTER
Dutsiole
Air Damper
Texas LoanSTAR Program
TEXAS A&M UNIV.- ZACHRY ENGINEERING CEN,
Typical Single-Duct System
ZAC-001S
Date: May 1, 1991
Drawn1, by: Mark Rivera
EDB0025
Education Building
University of Texas
251,161 square feet
Comments
• The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
• The loanSTAR monitoring began in October l»90.
• The HVAC and the lighting retrofits were completed in May 19(1.
• The unit costs used for estimating audit and measured savings are: 10.0455/kWh, $7.425/MMBtn (CW), and ,6.2/MMBtu (steam).
• The audit estimated savings for HVAC and lighting retrofits are: $116,500 (EIE), $25,900 (CW), $11,800 (Steam), and (174,200 (Total).
it The measured electricity savings also include savings from the lighting retrofit.
•*• Steam consumption from January through September was estimated using a post-retrofit regression model, because of missing data due
to hardware problems.
•A Chilled water consumption increased from October through December 199 J when compared with 1992. Conversations with UT personnel
have revealed that the economuer was disabled in October 1991 and was not used through December.
EDB0025 Education Building University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring A: Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Education Building
Building Envelope:
• 251,161 sq.ft
• 5-story, erected 1976, classrooms, administration offices
• walls: face brick on block
• windows: 30% of total wall area, single pane tinted glass
• roof: flat
Building Schedule:
• 8 am to 5 pm (M-F), various groups occupying on various schedule
Building HVAC:
• 3 constant volume dual duct AHUs (2-7.5hp,l-5hp)
• 8 variable volume dual duct AHUs (50 hp)
• 8 variable frequency return air fans (6-15hp, 2-20hp)
• 2 return air fans (l-2hp, 1-lhp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (75 hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pumps (l-75hp, 1-lhp)
• 1 hot water pump (1-3/4 hp)
• Economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• Lighting is primarily fluorescent with 34-watt and 18-W screw-in fluorescent lamps.
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
• replace incandescent lights
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion, variable speed pumping and lighting retrofits were completed at the end of May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
EDB0025 - Education Building - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program . Texas A&M University
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EDB0025
Education Building
University of Texas
251,161 square feet
Comments
•jr The economizer (vent) cycle does not seem to be working this
month.
^ Spring Break is evident as reduced electricity consumption from
3/11/96 to 3/17/96.
TAT Steam energy consumption is significantly lower at 40° F daily
temperature than March 1995.
EDB0025 Education Building University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring k. Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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Data points for the current month are shown as letters. Points from this month last year are shown as
Monday through Sunday are represented as M,T,W,H,F,S,U. All other points are shown as *.
EDB0025 - Education Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office , Monthly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t © Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program ': * Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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EDB0025 Education Building - University of Texas - March 1996
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EDB0025 - Education Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
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Version 2.2
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Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Education Building
Building Envelope:
• 251,161 sq.ft
• 5-story, erected 1976, classrooms, administration offices
• walls: face brick on block
• windows: 30% of total wall area, single pane tinted glass
• roof: flat
Building Schedule:
• 8 am to 5 pm (M-F), various groups occupying on various schedule
Building HVAC:
• 3 constant volume dual duct AHUs (2-7.5hp,l-5hp)
• 8 variable volume dual duct AHUs (50 hp)
• 8 variable frequency return air fans (6-15hp, 2-20hp)
• 2 return air fans (l-2hp, 1-lhp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (75 hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pumps (l-75hp, 1-lhp)
• 1 hot water pump (1-3/4 hp)
• Economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• Lighting is primarily fluorescent with 34-watt and 18-W screw-in fluorescent lamps.
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
• replace incandescent lights
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion, variable speed pumping and lighting retrofits were completed at the end of May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
EDB0025 - Education Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas AfcM University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - EDUCATION BLDG
UT AUSTIN/EDUCATION - SITE 100
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - EDUCATION BLDG
UT AUSTIN/EDUCATION - SITE 100
STEAM
HEATING COIL
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV, OF TEXAS AUSTIN- EDUCATION BUILDING
Typical Dual-Duct System Date: May 1, 1991
EDB-100 Drawn by: Mark Rivera
Centrally Operated Thermostats
C o n s t a n t - V o I u n e
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV, DF TEXAS AUSTIN- EDUCATION BUILDING
Typical Single-Duct System
EDB-100S
Date: May I 1991
Drawn' by Mark Rivera
UTC0500
University Teaching Center
University of Texas
152,690 square feet
Comments
it The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
-Ar The LoanSTAR monitoring began in November 1990.
* The HVAC retrofit was completed in October 1990.
ir The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.0455/kWh, $7.42S/MMBtu (CW),
and $6.2/MMBtu (Steam).
• The audit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits are: $55,200 (ELE), $30,000 (CW), $31,000 (Steam), and $114,200
(Total).
ic Since the monitoring began after the retrofits were completed, no pre-retrofit monitored data are available. The
chilled water and steam savings are based on a simplified calibrated baseline model.
-*• Negative steam savings were measured from July to October 1993. Conversations with UT personnel have
revealed that steam valves for two AHUs supplying air to the auditorium were opened in July 1993.
UTC0500 - University Teaching Center - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring it Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
UTC0500 - University Teaching Center - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
University Teaching Center
Building Envelope:
• 152,690 sq.ft
• 6-story, erected 1984, classrooms
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 9% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: build-up roof on light weight insulation fill
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7 am to 11 pm but the building is open 24 hrs/day.
Building HVAC:
• 8 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-30hp, 2-20hp, 3-25hp, l-15hp)
• 8 variable frequency return air fans (5-7.5hp, 2-10hp, l-5hp)
• 8 variable frquency hot deck fans (2-15hp, l-10hp, 3-7.5hp, 2-5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (50hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (50 hp)
• Economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit (not operable at this moment)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days/wk
Lighting:
• high pressure sodium, fluorescent, and incandescent
Proposed Retrofits:
• 3 position light switch
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• all retrofits completed by December 1990.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
UTC0500 - University Teaching Center - University of Texas
T.XU stat. En.rjj Con«.rvation offic. 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy syit.mi Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring Ac Anajyfit Program Texas A&M Univerrity
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UTC0500
University Teaching Center
University of Texas
152,690 square feet
Comments
1t Steam energy consumption increased significantly when com-
pared to March 1995.
^ Nighttime electricity use by the MCC has decreased significantly
when compared to March 1995.
UTC0500 University Teaching Center University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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Data points for the current month are shown as letters. Points from this month last year are shown as +.
Monday through Sunday are represented as M,T,W,H>F>S,U. All other points are shown as *.
UTC0500 - University Teaching Center - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
, . Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
University Teaching Center
Building Envelope:
152,690 sq.ft
6-story, erected 1984, classrooms
walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
windows: 9% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
roof: build-up roof on light weight insulation fill
Building Schedule:
« classrooms: 7 am to 11 pm but the building is open 24 hrs/day.
Building HVAC:
• 8 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-30hp, 2-20hp, 3-25hp, l-15hp)
• 8 variable frequency return air fans (5-7.5hp, 2-10hp, l-5hp)
• 8 variable frquency hot deck fans (2-15hp, l-10hp, 3-7.5hp, 2-5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (50hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (50 hp)
• Economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit (not operable at this moment)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days/wk
Lighting:
• high pressure sodium, fluorescent, and incandescent
Proposed Retrofits:
• 3 position light switch
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• all retrofits completed by October 1990.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
UTC0500 - University Teaching Center - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Conservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t © Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program l : ' Version 2.2 - Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - UTC
UT AUSTIN/UTC - SITE 101
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - UTC
UT AUSTIN/UTC - SITE 101
Outside
A i r D a m p e r VARIABLE FREQUENCY
Fan
Pneumatically controlled thermo,
2 AHU/floor (N & S)
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV. DF TEXAS AUSTIN-UNIV, TEACHING CEN.
(DUAL FAN SYSTEM)
Typical Dual-Duct System
UTC-101
Date: May 1, 1991
Drawn- by: Mark Rivera
PCL0559
Perry Castaneda Library
University of Texas
483,895 square feet
Comments
•A" The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
•k The LoanSTAR monitoring began in November 1990.
-Ar The HVAC retrofit was completed in December 1990.
* The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.0455/kWh, $7.425/MMBtu (CW),
and $6.2/MMBtu (Steam).
-A- The audit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits are: $69,500 (EIE), $111,100 (CW), $170,300 (Steam), and
$350,900 (Total).
-Ar Since the monitoring began after the retrofits were completed, no pre-retrofit monitored data are available. The
chilled water and steam savings are based on a simplified calibrated baseline model.
•A" Savings attributable to O&M improvements include: improved lighting schedule (May 1992) $52,900 (not included
in the comulative savings), and steam valve shut-off (July 1991) $33,200 (included).
PCL0559 - Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring it. Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Perry Castaneda Library
Building Envelope:
• 483,895 sq.ft
• 6-story, erected 1977, book shelves, offices, open-stack lib., computer facilities
• walls: limestone panels on concrete block
• windows: 12% of total wall area, single pane tinted glass (setback 3 ft)
• roof: flat built-up roof on light weight insulation fill
Building Schedule:
• 8 am to 12 am (M-F)
• 8 am to 5 pm Saturday
• 12 noon to 10 pm Sunday
Building HVAC:
• 8 variable volume single duct AHUs (8-75hp)
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (4-100hp)
• 12 variable frequency drive return air fans (12-25hp)
• 4 variable frequency drive hot deck fans (4-50hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pumps (l-60hp,l-3hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (60 hp)
• 1 hot water pump (l-3hp)
• economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day.
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34-watt.
Retrofits Implemented:
• occupancy sensors
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• variable air volume : completed December 1990.
• variable speed pumping : completed August 1990.
• occupancy sensors : completed November 1990.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
PCL0559 - Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analytic Program * Texas A&M University
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PCL0559
Perry Castaneda Library
University of Texas
483,895 square feet
Comments
* Chilled water energy consumption has decreased when compared
to March 1995.
it Chilled water energy use data are missing from 3/1/96 to
3/16/96 due to a monitoring hardware problem.
PCL0559 Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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PCL0559 - Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Repor
•••.!• r r . Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
PCL0559 - Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumpt ion Repor
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Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Perry Castaneda Library
Building Envelope:
• 483,895 sq.ft
• 6-story, erected 1977, book shelves, offices, open-stack lib., computer facilities
• walls: limestone panels on concrete block
• windows: 12% of total wall area, single pane tinted glass (setback 3 ft)
• roof: flat built-up roof on light weight insulation fill
Building Schedule:
• 8 am to 12 am (M-F)
• 8 am to 5 pm Saturday
• 12 noon to 10 pm Sunday
Building HVAC:
• 8 variable volume single duct AHUs (8-75hp)
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (4-100hp)
• 12 variable frequency drive return air fans (12-25hp)
• 4 variable frequency drive hot deck fans (4-50hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pumps (l-60hp,l-3hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (60 hp)
• 1 hot water pump (l-3hp)
• economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day.
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34-watt.
Retrofits Implemented:
• occupancy sensors
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• variable air volume : completed November 1990.
• variable speed pumping : completed August 1990.
• occupancy sensors : completed November 1990.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
PCL0559 - Perry Castaneda Library - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - PCL
UT AUSTIN/PCL - SITE 102
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - PCL
UT AUSTIN/PCL - SITE 102
Four of these configurations
W, NW, NE, S suppling .the building
all 75 HP except f o r 3A(W) &< 3B(NW) 100 HP
All R/A fans 25 HP
All Hot Deck fans 40 HP except
fo r South 50 HP
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV. DF TEXAS AUSTIN- PERRY CASTENDEDA
Typical Dual-Duct System
PCL-102
Date; May 1, 1991
Drawn by\ Mark Rivera
WAG0649
Waggener Hall
University of Texas
57,598 square feet
Comments
•^ The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
ir The LoanSTAR monitoring began in November 1990.
• The HVAC retrofit was completed in May 1991.
• The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.0455/kWh, $7.425/MMBtu (CW),
and $6.2/MMBtu (Steam).
• The audit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits are: $20,100 (ELE), $10,500 (CW), $5,900 (Steam) and $36,300
(Total).
~fc Steam valves were shut between June and September; therefore, there were very small steam savings during
these months.
WAG0649 Waggener Hall University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring k Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Waggener Hall
Building Envelope:
• 57,598 sq.ft
• 5-story, erected 1931, classes, offices, and lab
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 22% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched and constructed of clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• labs: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-40hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-2hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (l-5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit completion date: May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
WAG0649 - Waggener Hall - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Texas A&M University
Page 37
Comments
-^ r Steam energy consumption decreased significantly when com-
pared to March 1995.
* Spring Break is evident as reduced electricity consumption from
3/13/96 to 3/17/96.
* Chilled water energy consumption has decreased slightly when
compared to March 1995.
WAG0649 Waggener Hall University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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WAG0649 WaggenerHall - University of Texas - March 1996
Monthly Energy Consumption Report®Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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WAG0649 - Waggener Hall - University of Texas - Maxch 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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WAG0649 Waggener Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
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WAG0649 Waggener Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
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UT AUSTIN
Waggener Hall
Building Envelope:
• 57,598 sq.ft
• 5-story, erected 1931, classes, offices, and lab
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 22% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched and constructed of clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• labs: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-40hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-2hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (l-5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit completion date: May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
WAG0649 - Waggener Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Waggener Hall
Building Envelope:
• 57,598 sq.ft
• 5-story, erected 1931, classes, offices, and lab
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 22% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched and constructed of clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• labs: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-40hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-2hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (l-5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit completion date: May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
WAG0649 - Waggener Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Conservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program ' Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV. OF TEXAS AUSTIN- WAGGENER HALL
Typical Dual-Duct System Date: May 1, 1991
WAG-105 Drawn by: Mark Rivera
WEL0161
Welch Hall
University of Texas
439,540 square feet
Comments
•k The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
•k The LoanSTAR monitoring began in November 1990.
•fc Partial retrofit of HVAC system was completed in February 1992.
• The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.04S5/kWh, $7.425/MMBtu (CW),
and $6.2/MMBtu (Steam).
* The andit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits beginning in February are: $49,700 (ELE), $35,200 (CW), $39,000
(Steam) and $123,900 (Total).
ir Steam and chilled water consumption for September and October 1993 were estimated using a post-retrofit
regression model, because of missing data due to hardware problems.
WEL0161 Welch Hall University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation OfBce
LoanSTAR Monitoring fc Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texu A&M University
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Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Welch Building
Building Envelope:
• 439,540 sq.ft
• 6-story, erected 1974, classrooms, offices, and labs.
• walls: red face brick on block
• windows: 20% of the total wall area, single pane tinted glass
• roof: build-up roof with 4.5" insulation
Building Schedule:
• 18 hrs/day (7:30 am to 10:30 pm) all week long
Building HVAC:
• 4 constant volume dual duct AHUs (4-100hp SFs of AC1, AC2)
• 2 variable volume dual duct SFs of AC3 (2-100hp)
• 1 variable speed return air fan for AC3 (50hp, originally 30hp)
• 1 variable speed hot deck fan for AC3 (60 hp, originally 30hp return air fan for AC3)
• 3 return air fans (2-30hp, l-60hp)
• 24 exhaust fan units (6-7.5 hp, 6-15hp, 6-0.75hp)
• 2 variable speed chilled water pump (2-75hp, 1-7.5hp)
• 1 constant speed chilled water pump (7.5hp for AC4)
• economizer cycle has been added on AC-3A and AC-3B as a part of the retrofit (not operable at this moment).
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent (34 - W), incandescent, and mercury vapor
Retrofits Implemented:
• replace incand. lights
• variable air volume (AC3 only, 30hp return air fan converted to 60hp hot deck fan. AC3 constitute of two
cold deck fans (lOOhp each), one hot deck fan (60 hp) and one return air fan (50 hp)).
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit completion date: February 1992 (VAV & VSP)
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
WEL0161 - Welch Hall - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Texas A&M University
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WEL0161
Welch Hall
University of Texas
439,540 square feet
Comments
* Steam energy consumption increased slightly when compared
to March 1995.
it Spring Break is evident as reduced electricity consumption from
3/10/96 to 3/17/96.
ir MCC electricity use has dropped about 10% when compared to
March 1995.
WEL0161 Welch Hall University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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WEL0161 - Welch Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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WEL0161 - Welch Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office M o n t h l y E n e r g y C o n s u m p t i o n R e p o r t © Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
WEL0161 - Welch Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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WEL0161 University of TexasWelch Hall
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumption Report
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2
March 1996
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Welch Building
Building Envelope:
• 439,540 sq.ft
• 6-story, erected 1974, classrooms, offices, and labs.
• walls: red face brick on block
• windows: 20% of the total wall area, single pane tinted glass
• roof: build-up roof with 4.5" insulation
Building Schedule:
• 18 hrs/day (7:30 am to 10:30 pm) all week long
Building HVAC:
• 4 constant volume dual duct AHUs (4-100hp SFs of ACl, AC2)
• 2 variable volume dual duct SFs of AC3 (2-100hp)
• 1 variable speed return air fan for AC3 (50hp, originally 30hp)
• 1 variable speed hot deck fan for AC3 (60 hp, originally 30hp return air fan for AC3)
• 3 return air fans (2-30hp, l-60hp)
• 24 exhaust fan units (6-7.5 hp, 6-15hp, 6-0.75hp)
• 2 variable speed chilled water pump (2-75hp, l-7.5hp)
• 1 constant speed chilled water pump (7.5hp for AC4)
• economizer cycle has been added on AC-3A and AC-3B as a part of the retrofit (not operable at this moment).
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent (34 - W), incandescent, and mercury vapor
Retrofits Implemented:
• replace incand. lights
• variable air volume (AC3 only, 30hp return air fan converted to 60hp hot deck fan. AC3 constitute of two
cold deck fans (lOOhp each), one hot deck fan (60 hp) and one return air fan (50 hp)).
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit completion date: February 1992 (VAV & VSP)
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
WEL0161 - Welch Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Conservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN - WELCH
BUR0099
Burdine Hall
University of Texas
103,441 square feet
Comments
•k The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
~k The LoanSTAR monitoring began in November 1990.
* The HVAC retrofit was completed in May 1991.
-*• The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured savings are: $0.0455/kWh, $7.425/MMBtu (CW),
and $6.2/MMBtu (Steam).
• The audit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits are: $45,600 (ELE), $18,900 (CW), $9,700 (Steam) and $74,200
(Total).
•ykr Increase in electricity savings ($4,000) and chilled water savings ($10,000) were noticed when compared to 1992.
Conversations with UT personnel have revealed that the AHUs were put on slow roll after 3/24/93.
BUR0099 Burdine Hall University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
BUR0099 Burdine Hall - University of Texas
Texu State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring U. Analytic Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Syttemt Lab
Texac A&M UnWenity
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UT AUSTIN
Burdine Building
Building Envelope:
• 103,441 sq.ft
• classrooms, lecture halls, offices, and auditorium
• walls: concrete with face brick
• windows: single pane
• roof: flat concrete
Building Schedule:
• 7:30 am to 9:30 pm
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (l-100hp,l-75hp)
• 2 constant volume single zone AHUs (l-15hp, 1-0.5hp)
• 2 outside air fans (2-10hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (40hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (40 hp)
• 1 domestic hot water pump (0.75hp)
• 10 exhaust fans (0.5hp-1.5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hours
Lighting:
• fluorescent and some incandescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• all the retrofits completed late May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
BUR0099 - Burdine Hall - University of Texas
Texai State Enerjy Comervation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Syitem. Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analytic Program Texas A&M University
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BUR0099
Bur dine Hall
University of Texas
103,441 square feet
BUR0099 Burdine Hall University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
BUR0099 Burdine Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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BUR0099 - Burdine Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Conservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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BUR0099 13 17 21March 1996
Burdine Hall - University of Texas - March 1996Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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BUR0099
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Burdine Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Monthly Energy Consumption Report^
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Burdine Building
Building Envelope:
• 103,441 sq.ft
• classrooms, lecture halls, offices, and auditorium
• walls: concrete with face brick
• windows: single pane
• roof: flat concrete
Building Schedule:
• 7:30 am to 9:30 pm
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (l-100hp,l-75hp)
• 2 constant volume single zone AHUs (l-15hp, l-0.5hp)
• 2 outside air fans (2-10hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (40hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (40 hp)
• 1 domestic hot water pump (0.75hp)
• 10 exhaust fans (0.5hp-1.5hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hours
Lighting:
• fluorescent and some incandescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• all the retrofits completed late May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are the average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by
12).
BUR0099 - Burdine Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumption Report®' Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program • ..
 ; *;^ Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/BURDINE - SITE 107
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
^VARIABLE VDLUME CHILLED WATER PUMP WITH
VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVE,
NUR8008
Nursing Building
University of Texas
99,815 square feet
Comments
•A The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
+ The LoanSTAH. monitoring began in November 1990.
• The HVAC retrofit was completed in April 1991.
•k The unit costs used for estimating the audit and the measured tarings are: tO.OlSS/kWh, 17.425/MMBtu (CW), and (6.2/MMBtu
(Steam).
• The audit estimated tarings for HVAC retrofits are: $18,800 (EIE), $22,500 (CW), 115,200 (Steam) and 174,100 (Total).
•*V Negatire steam sarings in January, February and March are due to use of the economiier cycle.
"k Electricity, chilled water and steam consumption for part of July were estimated using post retrofit regression models because of missing
data due to hardware problems.
•k Increase in electricity and chilled water tarings were noticed when compared to 1992. Conversations with UT personnel hare revealed
that AHUs where put on slow roll after 4/16/93 and that the economiser cycle was disabled in 10/91.
•*• Strings attributable to O&M improvements include: disabling the economizer cycle $5,500 (included in the cumulative savings).
NUR8008 Nursing Building University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
NUR8008 Nursing Building - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Coiuervation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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NUR8008
Nursing Building
University of Texas
99,815 square feet
Comments
* The slow rolling of the AHUs restarted on 2/6/96.
if Weekend electricity use is 25 kW higher hi the evenings than during the day.
This pattern was not observed in 1995.
if Chilled water energy consumption has decreased when compared to March
1995 for temperatures greater than 60° F.
if Spring Break is evident as reduced electricity consumption from 3/11/96 to
3/17/96.
NUR8008 Nursing Building University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Repor
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
NUR8008 Nursing Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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March 1996
NUR8008 - Nursing Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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NUR8008 Nursing Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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NUR8008 Nursing Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Nursing Building
Building Envelope:
• 94,815 sqit
• classrooms, lecture halls, lounges
• walls: pre-cast concrete
• windows: single pane clear
• roof: flat concrete
Building Schedule:
• 6:30 am to 9:30 pm, 7 days a week, all year long
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume AHUs (2-100hp)
• 8 relief air fans (8-5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (30 hp)
• 1 domestic hot water pump (l/12hp)
• 10 exhaust fans (l/20hp - lhp)
• economizer cycle has been added as a part of the retrofit
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent and some incandescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• Both the retrofits were completed at the end of April 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
NUR8008 - Nursing Building - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Month ly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t ^ Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/NURSING - SITE 108
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/NURSING - SITE 108
Dutside
Air Damper-
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV, DF TEXAS AUSTIN- NURSING BUILDING
Typical Dual-Duct System
NUR-108
Date: May 1, 1991
Drawn. by: Mark Rivera
GAR0249 Garrison Hall University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring t Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
GAR0249
Garrison Hall
University of Texas
54,069 square feet
GAR0249 Garrison Hall - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring 6c. Analyrii Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Garrison Hall
Building Envelope:
• 54,069 sq.ft
• 4 floors and a basement, erected 1926, classes, offices, and auditorium
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 19% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched with clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• auditorium: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (1-30 hp, 1-25 hp)
• 1 variable volume multizone AHU (5 hp)
• 1 constant volume single zone AHU (3 hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (l-15hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-3hp)
• 7 ex. fans (6-lhp, l-15hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 5 am - 11pm (Mon - Sat) Air Handling units are turned off/slow rolled by Facility Control & Monitoring
System (FCMS) from 11:00 pm to 5:00 am (Mon thru Sun).
Lighting:
• fluorescent, some incandescent lights
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and variable speed pumping was completed at the end of May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audir report (total annual savings divided by 12).
GAR0249 - Garrison Hall - University of Texas
T«i» State Enerjj Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy System. Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring it. Analytic Program Texas A&M University
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GAR0249 Garrison Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
GAR0249
Garrison Hall
University of Texas
54,069 square feet
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GAR0249 - Garrison Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption R e p o r t © Energy Systems Lab
Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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GAR0249 - Garrison Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Conservation Office Monthly Energy Consumpt ion R e p o r t © Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
' ....« , . Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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GAR0249 Garrison Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Garrison Hall
Building Envelope:
• 54,069 sq.ft
• 4 floors and a basement, erected 1926, classes, offices, and auditorium
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 19% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched with clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• auditorium: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (1-30 hp, 1-25 hp)
• 1 variable volume multizone AHU (5 hp)
• 1 constant volume single zone AHU (3 hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (l-15hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-3hp)
• 7 ex. fans (6-lhp, l-15hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 5 am - 11pm (Mon - Sat) Air Handling units are turned off/slow rolled by Facility Control & Monitoring
System (FCMS) from 11:00 pm to 5:00 am (Mon thru Sun).
Lighting:
• fluorescent, some incandescent lights
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and variable speed pumping was completed at the end of May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audir report (total annual savings divided by 12).
GAR0249 - Garrison Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Monthly Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
 : , / ,,,;, Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/GARRISON - SITE 118
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/GARRISON - SITE 118
Dutside
Air Damper
PRE-HEAT
* 1st & 2nd Floor 30 HP VFD fans Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV. DF TEXAS AUSTIN- GARRISON HALL
Typical Dual-Duct System
GAR-103D
Date; May 1, 1991
Drawn, by.' Mark Rivera
Suppy Fan 3 Hp in auditorium
5 HP multizone in basement
Constant-Volume
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV, DF TEXAS AUSTIN- GARRISDN HALL
Typical Single-Duct System
GAR-103S
Date: May 1, 1991
Drawn, by: Mark Rivera
GEA0305 Gearing Hall University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring k Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
GEA0305
Gearing Hall
University of Texas
61,041 square feet
— 0.066 "
GEA0305 - Gearing Hall - University of Texas
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring k. Analytic Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Syitems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Gearing Hall
Building Envelope:
• 61,041 sq.ft
• 4-story, erected 1933, classes, offices, and lab
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 18% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched and constructed of clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• labs: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-30hp, 2-25hp)
• 2 constant volume single zone AHU (l-5hp, l-2hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (1-7.5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (15 hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (2 hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit construction completed mid-May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
GEA0305 - Gearing Hall - University of Texas
T n « State Energy Conservation Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy System. Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analyiit Program Texa« A&M University
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GEA0305
Gearing Hall
University of Texas
61,041 square feet
GEA0305 Gearing Hall University of Texas March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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GEA0305 Gearing Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
•:,; ,.v, ....'." Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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GEA0305 - Gearing Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office M o n t h l y E n e r g y C o n s u m p t i o n R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
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GEA0305 - Gearing Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
Monthly Energy Consumption Report©
Version 2.2
Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
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UT AUSTIN
Gearing Hall
Building Envelope:
• 61,041 sq.ft
• 4-story, erected 1933, classes, offices, and lab
• walls: hollow clay tile with a cut stone exterior
• windows: 18% of total wall area, single pane clear operable
• roof: pitched and constructed of clay tile
Building Schedule:
• classrooms: 7:30 am to 6:30 pm (M-F)
• offices: 7:30 am to 5:30 pm (M-F)
• labs: 7:30 am to 9:30 pm (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-30hp, 2-25hp)
• 2 constant volume single zone AHU (l-5hp, l-2hp)
• 1 constant volume hot water pump (l-7.5hp)
• 1 variable volume chilled water pump (15 hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (2 hp)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day
Lighting:
• fluorescent
Retrofits Implemented:
• variable air volume
• variable speed pumping
Date of Retrofits:
• retrofit construction completed mid-May 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
GEA0305 - Gearing Hall - University of Texas - March 1996
Texas State Energy Convservation Office Month ly Ene rgy C o n s u m p t i o n R e p o r t ® Energy Systems Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program Version 2.2 Texas A&M University
Comments
ir The percent columns indicate the number of hours reported in that month.
* The LoanSTAR monitoring began in January 1991.
* The HVAC retrofit was completed in August 1991.
* The unit costs used for estimating the energy use are: 10.02931/kWh, $5.827/MMBtu (CW) and $3.44/MMBtu
(Steam).
* The audit estimated savings for HVAC retrofits are: $38,100 (ELE), $23,700 (CW), $6,400 (Steam) and $68,200
(Total).
University Hall University of Texas at Arlington
Texas State Energy Conservation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analysis Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report© Energy Systems Lab
Texas A&M University
University Hall
University of Texas at Arlington
123,450 square feet
University Hall - University of Texas at Arlington
Texas State Energy Coafervation Office
LoanSTAR Monitoring & Analytic Program
1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy Syitems Lab
Texai A&M University
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U.T. Arlington
University Hall Building
Building Envelope:
• 123,450 sq.ft.
• 6 floors; offices, classrooms, and lecture halls; built in 1970.
• walls: face brick
• windows: single pane, tinted, operable, 10% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F), some night classes
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-125hp)
• 2 return fans (2-15hp)
• 2 outside air units (2-5hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pump (2-30hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 7 exhaust fans (total of 3hp)
• equiped with an economizer cycle
HVAC Schedule:
• 6:00 am to 11:00 pm (Mon -Sat) & 12:00 noon to 11:00 pm (Sun)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Proposed Retrofits:
• variable speed pumping for chilled water pumps
• lighting control
• VAV conversion of AHUs
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed in August 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings do not include lighting savings.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
University Hall - University of Texas at Arlington
Texas State Energy Conl.rv.tion Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Enerjy System. Lab
LoanSTAR Monitoring t Analysis Program Texas A&M University
THERMAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/GEARING - SITE 119
ELECTRICAL MONITORING DIAGRAM
UT AUSTIN/GEARING - SITE 119
Dutside
Air Damper
* suppy Fan HP -30 HP Rm #20 x 2
25 HP 4 th Floor x 2
* Punp HP- two CV 1HP & 15 HP
- one HW 7,5 HP
Texas LoanSTAR Program
UNIV, DF TEXAS AUSTIN- GEARING HALL
Typical Dual-Duct System
GEA-104
Date: May I 1991
Drawn, by Mark Rivera
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University Hall
University of Texas at Arlington
123,450 square feet
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U.T. Arlington
University Hall Building
Building Envelope:
• 123,450 sq.ft.
• 6 floors; offices, classrooms, and lecture halls; built in 1970.
• walls: face brick
• windows: single pane, tinted, operable, 10% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F), some night classes
Building HVAC:
• 2 variable volume dual duct AHUs (2-125hp)
• 2 return fans (2-15hp)
• 2 outside air units (2-5hp)
• 2 constant volume chilled water pump (2-30hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 7 exhaust fans (total of 3hp)
• equipped with an economizer cycle
HVAC Schedule:
• 6:00 am to 11:00 pm (Mon -Sat) & 12:00 noon to 11:00 pm (Sun)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Proposed Retrofits:
• variable speed pumping for chilled water pumps
• lighting control
• VAV conversion of AHUs
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed in August 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings do not include lighting savings.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
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U.T. Arlington
Business Building
Building Envelope:
• 149,900 sq.ft
• 2 sections (A&B); 3 floors in A section and 6 floors in B section.
• classrooms and lecture halls; built in 1976.
• walls: face brick
• windows: brown tinted, single pane, fixed, 4% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 3 variable volume dual duct AHUs (AHU-1, lOOhp, AHU-3, 50hp, AHU-2, 40hp)
• 13 exhaust fans (total of 4hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (l-30hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 3 return fans (RF-1, lOhp, RF-2 & RF-3, 7.5hp each)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week (AHU-1 & RF-1)
• 6:00 am to 11:00 pm, 7 days a week (AHU-2,3 & RF-2,3)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Retrofits Implemented:
• VAV conversion for the AHUs
• lighting control
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed in July 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings do not include lighting savings.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
Business Building - University of Texas at Arlington
Texas State Energy Conserration Office 1993 Annual Energy Consumption Report® Energy System. Lab
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U.T. Arlington
Business Building
Building Envelope:
• 149,900 sqit
• 2 sections (A&B); 3 floors in A section and 6 floors in B section.
• classrooms and lecture halls; built in 1976.
• walls: face brick
• windows: brown tinted, single pane, fixed, 4% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F)
Building HVAC:
• 3 variable volume dual duct AHUs (AHU-1, lOOhp, AHU-3, 50hp, AHU-2, 40hp)
• 13 exhaust fans (total of 4hp)
• 1 constant volume chilled water pump (l-30hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 3 return fans (RF-1, lOhp, RF-2 k RF-3, 7.5hp each)
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week (AHU-1 & RF-1)
• 6:00 am to 11:00 pm, 7 days a week (AHU-2,3 & RF-2,3)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Retrofits Implemented:
• VAV conversion for the AHUs
• lighting control
• Fluorescent lighting upgrade and zone occupancy sensors
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed in July 1991. Lighting projects for fluorescent
upgrade and zone occupancy sensors were completed in December 1994.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings include lighting savings from March 1995.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
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U.T. Arlington
Fine Arts Building
Building Envelope:
• 223,000 sq.ft.
• 5 section building was constructed in 1972 around an existing theatre.
• four departments: Music, Art, Communications, and Architecture
• walls: face brick
• windows: brown tinted, single pane, fixed, 6% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• Offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F); various schedules
Building HVAC:
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (AHU-3, lOOhp, AHU-1, 50hp, AHU-5 &7, 75hp each)
• 8 constant volume single-zone units (3-15hp, l-10hp,l-5hp,l-3hp,l-2hp,l-lhp)
• 30 exhaust fans (total of 14hp)
• 2 constant speed chilled water pump (2-100hp)
• 2 constant speed chilled water pump (2-5hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 7 return fans (2-7.5hp, 2-5hp, 2-25hp,l-20hp)
• 4 variable volume duct units are equiped with an economizer cycle
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week (AHU-1, RF-1)
• 17 hrs/day (6:00 am to 11:00 pm, all other AHUs)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Retrofits Implemented:
• VAV conversion for the AHUs
• lighting control
• variable speed control for chilled water pumps
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed by August 1991.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings do not include lighting savings.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
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Fine Arts Building
Building Envelope:
• 223,000 sq.ft.
• 5 section building was constructed in 1972 around an existing theater.
• four departments: Music, Art, Communications, and Architecture
• walls: face brick
• windows: brown tinted, single pane, fixed, 6% of total wall area
• roof: N/A
Building Schedule:
• Offices: 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. (M-F); various schedules
Building HVAC:
• 4 variable volume dual duct AHUs (AHU-3, lOOhp, AHU-1, 50hp, AHU-5 &7, 75hp each)
• 8 constant volume single-zone units (3-15hp, l-10hp,l-5hp,l-3hp,l-2hp,l-lhp)
• 30 exhaust fans (total of 14hp)
• 2 constant speed chilled water pump (2-100hp)
• 2 constant speed chilled water pump (2-5hp)
• 1 hot water pump (N/A)
• 7 return fans (2-7.5hp, 2-5hp, 2-25hp,l-20hp)
• 4 variable volume duct units are equipped with an economizer cycle
HVAC Schedule:
• 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week (AHU-1, RF-1)
• 17 hrs/day (6:00 am to 11:00 pm, all other AHUs)
Lighting:
• fluorescent 34W
Retrofits Implemented:
• VAV conversion for the AHUs
• lighting control
• Fluorescent lighting upgrade and zone occupancy sensors
• variable speed control for chilled water pumps
Date of Retrofits:
• VAV conversion and lighting modifications were completed by August 1991. Lighting projects for fluorescent
upgrade and zone occupancy sensors were completed in May 1994.
Savings Calculations:
• measured and estimated savings include lighting savings since March 1995.
• estimated savings are average monthly savings from the audit report (total annual savings divided by 12).
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